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Abstract— Security is playing an imperative and crucial role in
the field of system correspondence framework and Internet. Data
security has turned into the zone of worry as a consequence of
boundless utilization of correspondence medium over the web.
This paper concentrates on the information security approach
when consolidated with encryption and steganographic methods
for secret correspondence by concealing it inside the interactive
media records. The high results are accomplished by giving the
security to information before transmitting it over the web.
Steganography is a standout amongst the most intense strategies
to disguise the presence of concealed secret information inside a
data file such as Image. The Least Significant Bit (LSB) is one of
the primary techniques in spatial area image steganography. In
this paper, we proposed a combinative process of AES
cryptographic encryption algorithm and image steganography
with LSB substitution method to increase the security.

Keywords-Cryptography, Steganography, AES
Encryption Standard), LSB (Least Significant Bit).

I.

(Advanced

INTRODUCTION

One reason that intruders can be fruitful is that the majority of
the data they get from a framework is in a structure that they
can read and appreciate. Intruders may uncover the data to
others, alter it to distort an individual or association, or use it
to dispatch an assault. One solution for this issue is to utilize
steganography. Steganography and Cryptography play an
important role in computer security applications.
Steganography is a method of concealing data in advanced
media. As opposed to cryptography, it is not to keep others
from knowing the concealed data however it is to keep others
from imagining that the data even exists. There are a few
strategies to disguise data inside spread picture. The spatial
area methods control the spread picture pixel bit qualities to
install the secret information. The secret bits are composed
straightforwardly to the spread image pixel bytes. Therefore,
the spatial area systems are basic and simple to actualize. The
Least Significant Bit (LSB) is one of the principle techniques
in spatial area image steganography. [1, 3]
In the way of cryptography, an AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) is a symmetric block cipher algorithm used to
encrypt the information to make it as secret information before
embedding it inside the cover image. Cryptography is an art of

encrypting the data by making it in a non-readable form to
prevent information from unauthorized user or attacker. [2, 4]
OVERVIEW OF STEGANOGRAPHY
Steganography is the art and science of conveying in a way
which conceals the presence of the correspondence.
Steganography assumes an imperative part in data security. It
is the craft of undetectable correspondence by hiding data
inside other data. The term steganography is gotten from
Greek and truly signifies "secured making". A Steganography
structure involves of three components: cover image (which
shrouds the secret message), the secret message what's more,
the stegano-image (which is the spread item with message
installed inside it). A computerized picture is portrayed
utilizing a 2-D grid of the shading guts at every network point
(i.e. pixel). Normally dark pictures utilize 8 bits, while shaded
uses 24 bits to portray the shading model, for example, RGB
model. The Steganography framework which utilizes a picture
as the spread, there are a few methods to hide data inside
spread picture. The spatial space strategies control the spread
picture pixel bit qualities to insert the secret data. The secret
bits are composed specifically to the spread picture pixel
bytes. Thus, the spatial space strategies are basic and simple to
actualize. The Least Significant Bit (LSB) is one of the
primary strategies in spatial area picture Steganography. The
LSB is the most minimal critical piece in the byte estimation
of the picture pixel. The LSB based image steganography
implants the secret at all critical bits of pixel estimations of the
spread picture. While cryptography results in making the
information human mixed up structure called as figure in this
way cryptography is scrambling of messages. Though the
steganography results in abuse of human mindfulness so it
stays in secret and undetected or in place. It is conceivable to
utilize all document medium, advanced information, or
records as a spread medium in steganography. By and large
steganography procedure is connected where the cryptography
is insufficient. The objective of Steganography is to abstain
from attracting suspicion to the presence of a shrouded
message. These days’ images are the most well known spread
item utilized for steganography where an adjusted image with
slight varieties in its hues will be unclear from the first image
by an individual, and consequently the importance of Image
Steganography. In this work, images are utilized as a spread
article to conceal the secret data. [6]
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II.

PROPOSED WORK

A. Steganography Model
This is a combinative process of cryptographic and
steganographic technique to increase the security. The
steganography model consists Cover image, Secret message
(encrypted via AES), and Stego-Object. Cover is otherwise
called spread article, in which the image is installed and serves
to conceal the encrypted message. First, message is encrypted
by AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm and then
the encrypted message will embed inside the image with LSB
substitution method to make the Stego-Object which contains
the secret information. This process provides the higher
security so none can be able to reveal the secret information.

green and blue shading segment. At that point LSB or last
piece of every 8-bit square is supplanted with the bit of secret
message/image successively or arbitrarily utilizing a pseudoirregular generator with the assistance of Stego-key.
Secret
message

ASCII to
binary
LSB Encoder
Stego-key

COVER
STEGANO
GRAPHY
PROCESS

Cover
image file

STEGOOBJECT

Stego-image

SECRET
DATA
FIG 2.3: Embedding Process

AES
ALGORITHM

FIG 2.1: Combinative Process of Cryptography and Steganography.

B. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard)Algorithm
| AES is a block cipher with a block length of 128 bits.
| AES allows for three different key lengths: 128, 192,
or 256 bits. Most of our discussion will assume that
the key length is 128 bits.
| Encryption consists of 10 rounds of processing for
128-bit keys, 12 rounds for 192-bit keys, and 14
rounds for 256-bit keys.
| Except for the last round in each case, all other
rounds are identical. [10, 12]
|

Above AES encryption algorithm is used to encrypt
the data and then encrypted information is embedding
into secret cover frame by using LSB approach.

C. Embedding Process
LSB is straightforward and most normally utilized picture
steganography calculation. LSB is essentially taken after
insertion process in which last piece is basically supplanted by
the bit of mystery message. At to begin with, unique picture
called spread picture (I) is changed over into 8-bit stream in
any case, on the off chance that we are utilizing a 24-bit image
then it can likewise be separated into 3 piece of 8-bit of red,

D. Extraction Process
The Stego-Object can be removed at purported collector’s
side by performing decoding of Stego-Object and after that by
extracting the Cover Image. The resultant information is the
encoded secret information which is again unscrambled to get
unique data. Thus the proposed framework gives the most
secure methodology utilizing two layer of encryption the first
is performed on the secret information itself and another on
the Image file.
Stego-image
LSB decoder
Stego-key
Secret message
FIG 2.2: Extraction Process

E. Advantages of Using AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) Algorithm
9
9
9
9
9

AES is more secure and it is less susceptible to
cryptanalysis than other encryption algorithm.
AES is faster in both hardware and software.
AES supports larger key sizes.
AES is required by the latest U.S. and international
standards.
NSA has also declared that AES algorithm is secured for
classified data.
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F. Steganography vs Cryptogrphy
Table 2.5: Comparisons between Steganography and Cryptography
Method
Carrier

Steganography
Any digital media

Secret data

Payload
and
no
progressions to the
structures
Discretionary
At least two unless in
self-installing
Blind
Full
recovery
of
information
Secret communication
Stego-record
Limit
Steganalysis
Never
It is identified
Not as a matter of
course identified with
the spread. The message
is more critical than the
spread.
All suitable cover
Exceptionally
antiquated aside from it
computerized variant

Key
Input files
Detection
Authentication
Objective
Result
Concern
Type of attacks
Visibility
Fails when
Relation to cover

Flexibility
History

Cryptography
Normally
message
based, with a few
augmentations to image
files
Plain text and changes
the structure
Necessary
One
Blind
Full
recovery
information
Data protection
Cipher text
Robustness
Cryptanalysis
Always
De-ciphered
N/A

of

FIG: 3 (c) Cover Image Generation (contains hidden information)

IV.

FLOWCHART
START

INPUT
N/A
Modern era

[13]

SECRET
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HIDDEN INSIDE
IMAGE (AES)
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III.

ANALYSIS VIA MATLAB
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24 BIT OR 3
PIXEL
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BINARY VALUE

REPLACE LSB OF IMAGE WITH SECRET
MESSAGE’S BIT
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FIG 3: (a) AES Algorithm Flow

STEGO-IMAGE

FIG 4: Process Flow Chart

Above flow chart of proposed model is showing the flow of
work in which information (input) is send to AES algorithm to
encrypt it first, and then it converts into binary value. So it can
be embed inside the cover image with the help of LSB method
to increase the security in the communication system.
Therefore none intruders can access the secret information.
Thus, this combinative process provides the higher security.
FIG: 3 (b) AES Algorithm Flow
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CONCLUSION
In this paper we displayed a few methods for concealing
the mystery information inside the Image file. The proposed
framework for information concealing uses AES for
encryption. It results in more secure strategy for information
hiding. We can reason that the proposed framework is more
powerful for secret correspondence over the system channel.
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